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What should I plant? Hop Variety Selection
By Steve Miller
There is no easy answer to this question. Although there are a few variety trials planted in the
northeast, they are young and I would say that we still do not have definitive information on most
varieties. With apples or grapes for example we have decades of research and growers experience
that tell us which varieties perform
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well on different soils and slopes,
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First of all hops do not need cross
pollination like apples and many
other crops. We are producing only
unpollinated female flowers. Hops
have separate male and female
plants (dioeceous) so we plant only
females in the yard. One male plant
can produce enough pollen to pollinate acres of hops. Seeds are considered a detriment to the brewer
and they can produce a lot of “off
type” plants in the yard. Male
plants should be rouged out and
only used in breeding programs.
Here are a few factors to look into.
What do brewers want? Hops can
be categorized by type, aroma,
high alpha, and a combination of
those. They also offer a great mixture of flavors including piney,
citrus, floral and hundreds more.
For the most part at this moment,
brewers have access to bittering
hops at relatively low prices from
out west. Since our hops are likely
to be higher priced just because of
lower quantity, it stands to reason
that a good mix of aroma types is a
good place to start. Are you looking for hops that do well as an
American IPA, a Pilsner, German
lager? Do they want hops best for
an English ale? There are some
growers in the Northeast that are
producing high alpha types and
they are doing well so far, but
have not produced the yields typical in the PNW.
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This brings up factor two. That is agronomic capacity of the variety. How difficult is it to grow? Will it produce a competitive yield here
or anywhere else? If you are following best production practices and the variety still only produces 600 pounds of dry hops acre, it is
going to be difficult to be able to make a profit unless you are able to sell the hops at very high prices. This is not a good scenario to
count on and right now price is a factor that brewers see as an impediment to purchase eastern hops.
What varieties are available in the trade? You may have already found out that some varieties are proprietary and although you can find
the hops for sale, you will not be able to purchase stock to grow that variety. These include Citra and Ammarillo and there are more out
there. Because of their success in sales, there is a trend that more and more of these proprietary varieties will be on the hop market, but
unavailable to most growers. Disease and insect pest resistance is another very important character to consider. Downy mildew in particular is a disease that we see in our climate and powdery mildew will likely become an issue as well. Varieties that are highly susceptible
like CTZ (Columbus, Tomahawk, Zeus) are far too risky to plant here. In 2015 much of New York had an extremely wet Spring. Growers
that followed a carefully executed spray program were able to produce a good crop, while others found their plantings suffer from severe
infections of downy mildew. The following chart is located on page 18 of the newly revised edition of the Field guide for “Integrated Pest
Management in Hops”. More on pests of hops can be found there. It will be online, but for now it is on page 12 of the old version of the
publication.
Maturity and harvest window timing should also be a part of your decision. Hops require specialized equipment for harvest and drying. In
order to get the maximum use out of that equipment it is best to spread out
Acession
the harvest season as long as possible. Just think, if I have all Cascades
Number Maturity
then I am going to have to run all of my crop through a dryer in a week’s Variety
time, where if I can spread that out over 4 weeks, I can get by with a much Early Cluster
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smaller dryer. This also spreads out the risk of having bad weather during
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harvest and drying. Many growers in the PNW still grow some varieties
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overall profitability. The following chart gives relative seasonal maturity
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for many of the varieties that are currently being grown in the east. Keep
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in mind that you can also manipulate harvest dates by changing when you Styrian
prune and train each variety. More on how to do that can be found in my Tettnanger
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article on Crowning, Pruning, and Training, the art of growing hops, in
U.S. Tettnanger 21197
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the May newsletter on northeasthopalliance.org.
When purchasing stock you have either plants or rhizomes to choose from.
Rhizomes are dug and sold as dormant pieces of root with buds on them.
Most growers in the PNW plant 3 or more rhizomes per hill because not all
will survive and they want the field to fill in with as much plant material as
possible. Never let these dry out before they are planted as they will not
take root. Plants come in plugs and pots of varying size with 4 inch being
average. These are grown in greenhouses with cuttings taken from stock
plants sometime between March and June. No matter if you choose plants
or rhizomes you should always be careful to purchase as clean stock as
possible. Right now, to my knowledge, there is no “certified” nursery
stock available for hops. This would require constant testing for viruses of
all stock materials. There is however the National Clean Plant Network
nursery in Washington State. Propagators may purchase their clean stock
from this USDA nursery and in turn start their stock plants from these.
There are at least 4 greenhouse operations in New York that are producing
hop plants in this manner. Orders for those plants are usually taken in the
winter with plants available in May and June. These are: Alcott’s Garden
Center, Bundschuh’s Greenhouses, Massi’s Garden & Landscaping, and
Zerrillo’s Greenhouse.
Where can I find more information? Three sources have already been mentioned in this article. The Northeasthopalliance.org website has a forum for
members as well as resources and links for other sites on hops. The University of Vermont has reports on their variety trials and many other resources for hops which can be found at www.uvm.edu/extension/cropsoil/
hops.Michigan State also has an active hop program and more information
can be found here: http://msue.anr.msu.edu/topic/info/hops. There is also a
variety guide available through Yakima Chief: http://yakimachief.com/
Good luck .
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Conference Highlights

The Northeast Hop Alliance Board Members (pictured above)
meet with Hops Researchers prior to the conference
Laura Ten
Eyck and
Dietrich
Gehring
speak to a
packed
audience
about their
experiences
starting a
small –scale
hop yard during the Beginning Grower’s Session.

Larry Fisher accepts a check from
Brewery Ommegang on behalf of the
Northeast Hop Alliance for $3140 to
further the hop industry in New York .

DVDs from the 2015 Cornell Hops Conference will be available at the beginning of February. If you are interest in receiving a conference DVD, please complete and return the following to Cornell Cooperative Extension
of Madison County Attn: Hops DVD PO Box 1209 Morrisville, NY 13408.
Name_________________________________________________________
Mailing Address
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Phone Number _________________________________________________
Telephone ____________________________________________________
2013 — $60

2014 — $60

2015 — $70

2015 Conference
Attendees
receive 50% off of the 2015 Conference DVD set.
Source: UMN
extension
Please include your check made payable to Cornell Cooperative Extension with this order form.
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Keeping field notes on your hopyard
Many of you expressed an interest in keeping better records throughout the coming growing season or in having a better idea of when to expect particular pests. While we do try to provide information on when certain critters are coming, and the UVM blog provides information about what
they are seeing in their hop yard, keeping records on your farm will help you to identify trends,
monitor more effectively, and design an IPM program best suited to your yard.
How you choose to keep records is up to you, but here are some ideas to get thinking about a system. The first example is organized in a table and the second example is organized as a narrative

Gearpatrol.com
No matter
the system you choose, keeping
good records about your hopyard is critical
to future planning and success
http://hiconsumption.com/

Print your own field notebook using the headings in the table below or simply draw a table in your
field notebook.
Date

Weather

Crop Status

Activities

7/5

75 and partly
cloudy Gentle
breeze from
West

Cascade at top wire
Nugget 1’ from wire
Alpharoma struggling

Repaired irrigation Aphids (low)
Aphids and leafhopto Alpharoma
Leaf Hopper (low) per still below treatUsed glyphosate to
ment threshold
weed Cascade and
Nuggets

7/14

68 and overcast
in AM.
Light breeze
from South
West

Cascade and Nugget at
top wire
Alpharoma 1’ from
wire

Scouted for pests
Flame weeded the
Alpharoma and SW
corner of the Cascades
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Scouting Results

Two spotted spider mite (high)
Japanese Beetle
(low)
Potato leafhopper
(moderate)

Comments

Received .25” of rain
in the afternoon.
Alpharoma doing
better with fixed irrigation

Buy a notebook, ideally something that fits in your pocket so it is easy and convenient to take
in the field with you and take carefully formatted notes, identifying the date, weather conditions, location in the field, crop status, activities, scouting results and anything else you find
noteworthy.
July 5, 2015 — 11 a.m.
Hopyard — Cascade, Nugget, & Alpharoma blocks
75 and partly cloudy, gentle breeze from West.
Cascade at top wire. Used Glyphosate to weed. Low incidents of Aphids and Leaf Hopper
Nugget 1’ from wire. Used Glyphosate to weed. Low incident of Leaf Hopper.
Alpharoma struggling. Repaired irrigation. Low incidient of aphids and leaf hopper, but damage more apparent on less vigorous plants
July 14, 2015 — 7 a.m.
Hopyard — Cascade, Nugget, and Alpharoma blocks
68 and overcast, light breeze from Southwest
Cascade at top wire. Flame weeded SW quarter of Cascades. Moderate Two spotted spider mite. Moderate
Potato Leafhopper.
Nugget at top wire. High Two spotted spider mite. Moderate Potato Leafhopper
Alpharoma 1’ from wire. Flame weeded plants. High/treatable instance of Two Spotted Spider Mite. Japanese
beetle present. Moderate Potato Leaf hopper. Plants doing better since irrigation was fixed
Received two inches of rain in afternoon.

You can get creative with how you keep notes.


Have a smart phone handy? Go to the Google Play Store or ITunes and search for a Scouting App. Since you probably already have your smart phone with you in the field, this is a
quick and convenient way to keep notes



Can’t remember what you did last year? If you have a carefully curated farm Facebook
page, Instagram, or Twitter, you may be able to put together a rough sketch of the previous
year’s growing history.



Love taking photos? Use your phone or camera to document pest levels, field work, and the
Source:
UMNplants.
extensionYou can then use these photos to jog your memory when you return
status
of your
from scouting and fill out a log on your computer.
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On Thursday, January 21 the Empire State Producers Expo will hold two sessions that
might be of interest to hop growers.
The Hard Cider Session will begin at 9:00 a.m. and the Grow, Ferment, and Be Merry: Hops
and Grains for NYS Brewing and Distilling Session will begin at 1 p.m. Both sessions will be
help in the Ballroom East.
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Sources for Testing Hop Quality
Name

Website

Phone

Ag Health Laboratories

www.aghealthlabs.com

(509)836-2020 445 Barnard Boulevard Sunnyside, WA 98944

Alpha Analytics

www.alphaanalyticstesting.com/ (509)547-5129 203 Division Street Yakima, Washington 98902

KAR Laboratories, Inc.

www.karlabs.com/

UVM Hop Quality Test- www.uvm.edu/extension/
ing Lab
cropsoil/hops

Physical Address

(269)381-9666 4425 Manchester Road Kalamazoo, MI 49001
(802)524-6501 James M. Jeffords Hall
63 Carrigan Drive Burlington, VT 05405

Do you have great photos of your hops?
Would you be willing to share?
We are looking to develop an archive of photos for
use on our website, newsletters, and promotional
materials. If you have a photo that you would like to
share, please send it to Sarah (sjs299@cornell.edu).
We will be sure to credit you whenever we use your
photo. Thank you for your help!

Classifieds:
Are you a grower looking to sell a piece of hops equipment? Do you provide harvesting or processing services
to other growers? Are you looking for equipment or services? Is there a unique opportunity on your farm that
you would like to share? If so, send in your information to Sarah (sjs299@cornell.edu) for inclusion in next
month’s newsletter.

For Sale
Hop Harvester 1000 with all the upgrades. $10,000. Contact Dietrich Gehring @
dcgehring@gmail.com
Alcott’s Garden Center has hop plants available for Spring planting. Call (315)841-8285
Bundschuh’s Greenhouses has hop plants available for Spring planting.
Call (315)986-8872 and ask for Ellen
Massi’s Greenhouse has hop plants available for Spring planting.
Call (607)329-7459
Zerrillo’s Greenhouse has hop plants available for Spring planting.
http://madisoncountycce.org/agriculture/hops-program/potted-hop-plants-for-sale

Services
Source: UMN extension

HOPS HARVESTING: The 2014 season may have just ended, but it's never to early to start thinking about
next year. The Bineyard provides full-cycle services for hops farmers - from harvesting, to drying, to pelletizing. Contact us at hops@thebineyard.com or www.thebineyard.com to learn more.
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Upcoming Events
January 16-17

A Maltster in the Rye
Oneonta, NY
Join Hartwick College for an immersive experience bringing together industry experts sharing research and advances in barley, malting, and
brewing. For more information and to register: www.hartwick.edu/farmerbrewer

January 19-21

2016 Empire State Producers Expo
Syracuse, NY
Join growers from throughout the state to learn about fruit and vegetable production. More information available on page 6

January 22

Craft Beverage Roundtable
Rensselaerville, NY
The Carey Institute for Global Good is hosting a roundtable discussion for professionals in the craft beverage industry, including hop and
grain farmers, craft beverage producers, and other service providers. The roundtable will be a chance for attendees to discuss the state of the
Mohawk-Hudson region’s craft beverage, hops, and grain industries, identify paths of collaboration, and promote overall growth. For more
information and to RSVP, check out: http://careyinstitute.org/events/craft-beverage-roundtable/

February 1, 2016

Hops Production 101
Hershey, PA
This one day session on hops production is designed to educate hops growers and prospective hops growers on site selection, nutrient management, pest management, harvesting and processing of hops, and how to work with local brewers to market hops. http://mafvc.org/site/
other/g%20conv%20wkshp%2016%20hops.pdf

February 19, 2016

7th Annual UVM Hops Conference
Colchester, VT
At this one day conference you will learn the latest on agronomics and fertility management, disease management strategies in Europe, and
updated research information. You will also hear from hop growers on scaling-up production and efficient hopyard management. http://
www.uvm.edu/extension/cropsoil/wp-content/uploads/2016-Hop-Flyer.pdf

March 4 & 5, 2016

2016 South Atlantic Hops Conference
Richmond, VA
This two day conference features a series of speakers and hopyard tours in and around Northeast Virginia. For more information, check out:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2016-south-atlantic-hops-conference-tickets-19730934757

March , 2016

Western NY Hops Workshop in Ontario County
Save the date! More details to follow!

Renew your NeHA Membership today!
Membership is $40 per farm
Visit www.northeasthopalliance.org
for more information or to download our membership form
Northeast Hop Alliance
Madison County, New York
1000 Eaton Street
Morrisville, NY 13408
(315)684-3001 ext 127
Steve Miller, NYS Hops Educator — Newsletter Editor
Sarah Ficken, Hops Program Assistant — Newsletter Production and Design
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Mission
The Cornell Cooperative educational
system enables people to improve their
lives and communities through partnerships that put experience and research
knowledge to work

